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Editorial 

 

 
 
Dear Reader 
 
Most conversations with company owners at the moment follow a similar pattern: Order books are 
full, but there is a shortage of both material and labor. Quite clearly, global supply chain problems 
are preventing companies from fully meeting the surge in demand that has followed the lifting of 
coronavirus measures, while a shortage of specialist personnel is acting as a drag on capacity ex-
pansion.  
 
But what might be a serious challenge for individual companies is actually of benefit to the overall 
economy – at least from a short-term perspective. Due to the strong sense of individual job secu-
rity, consumers are still in a buying mood, despite the grim news flow from Ukraine and wide-
spread fears of inflation. Furthermore, strong employment growth and the fact that an increasing 
number of workers are able to switch to better-paid jobs are compensating overall for the inflation-
related loss of purchasing power. For example, the total amount paid out in wages across Switzer-
land in the first quarter of 2022 rose more strongly than inflation. At the same time, the growing 
trend toward local procurement is creating incentives for increased investment in Switzerland: Ac-
cording to our survey, around 20% of companies are ramping up their investment plans due to 
supply chain problems. In view of all this, we continue to expect the Swiss economy to record 
above-average growth this year, despite all the challenges it faces (for more on our economic 
forecasts, see page 6). 
 
Healthy parameters are of central importance for a prospering economy in the longer term. Com-
panies must be able to acquire the necessary preliminary goods and services and have access to a 
sufficient pool of specialist labor, which in turn requires open borders and a high level of educa-
tion/training. In addition, price stability must be ensured. On page 18 you can read why the Swiss 
National Bank (SNB) will soon also start to normalize monetary policy – despite being under less 
pressure than its foreign counterparts – and initiate its first key rate hike in Switzerland. With inter-
est rates now rising generally, an increasing number of investors are starting to worry that record 
high government debt mountains around the world will soon no longer be affordable. In our focus 
article from page 12 onward, we identify the countries in which debt really could become a prob-
lem, but also why the immediate risk of a debt crisis is low. Incidentally, this analysis also shows 
that Switzerland stands out with its particularly robust fiscal policy – thanks to the debt brake. 
Against a backdrop of rising interest rates, however, the rigid conditions that this imposes could 
become even tighter. 

 
 

We wish you an enjoyable read. 
  
 
 

 
 

                 
 
 
André Helfenstein    Claude Maurer 
CEO Credit Suisse (Switzerland) Ltd  Chief Economist Switzerland 
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Swiss Economy    
  

Inflation weighs only moderately 
on consumption momentum 

Thanks to the lifting of coronavirus measures, economic momentum remains predomi-
nantly positive. At 2.5%, economic growth should be above-average in 2022. For 2023 
we are expecting growth to slow to 1.6%, however. 
 
Gross domestic product (GDP) in Switzerland recorded a quarter-on-quarter rise of 0.5% in the 
first quarter of 2022. In other words, growth momentum accelerated compared to the final quarter 
of 2021 despite the wave of Omicron and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Consequently, the coro-
navirus measures weighed on the economy less strongly than in earlier waves of the virus, particu-
larly as the majority of measures were rescinded by mid-February already. GDP is now 2.4% 
higher than the pre-pandemic level. From an economic perspective, therefore, Switzerland has 
emerged from the pandemic in relatively good shape (cf. Fig 1).  
 
The positive economic momentum created by the full lifting of the coronavirus measures should 
influence economic activity over the coming months too. According to our estimates, the gross 
contribution to consumer spending from the lifting of the COVID-19 measures will be around twice 
as great in the second quarter as in the previous quarter. The PMI for the services sector, which 
reflects developments in consumer activity, has been comfortably in the growth zone since Febru-
ary (cf. Fig. 2). In addition, although the future development of the pandemic cannot be predicted, 
the experiences of previous waves point to the economic damage of any further wave in the fall 
being kept within limits.  
 
So far, the war in Ukraine has been felt through significant energy price rises and a deterioration 
in general consumer sentiment. According to April’s survey of consumer sentiment, expectations 
of future economic development are far more negative than back in January (cf. Fig. 3). By con-
trast, perceptions of job prospects have improved a lot, this being a direct consequence of strong 
employment growth and a decline in the unemployment rate (see box on labor market, page 8). In 
other words, the Swiss generally see their own employment situation as good despite an array of 
economic concerns – and the former tends to sway spending decisions. Moreover, the rise in in-
flation has so far not reduced purchasing power in Switzerland overall. Thanks to high employment 
growth and switches to better-paid positions, the total amount of wages paid out in Switzerland 
has risen by 3.9%, higher than the rise in inflation (2.1%).  
 
 

Economic growth 
accelerates in Q1 
2022 

Lifting of COVID-19 
measures provides 
stimulus 

Robust labor market 
situation supports 
consumer spending 

Fig 1: Swiss economic output well above pre-pandemic level   Fig 2: PMI for services sector points to solid growth  

Real gross domestic product, seasonally adjusted, Q4 2019 = 100  Growth threshold = 50 

 

 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Credit Suisse. Last data point: Q1 2022  Source: procure.ch, Credit Suisse. Last data point: May 2022 
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According to our forecasts, the inflation rate will remain above 2.0% until the year-end before 
gradually receding (2022 annual average: 2.3%, cf. box on inflation, page 8). Thanks to the vi-
brant labor market situation (employment growth of 1.7% and wage growth of 0.8%), the loss of 
purchasing power in the economy overall should be limited, however. In addition, our analyses of 
the price elasticities of consumer demand show that the negative effect of inflation on the general 
momentum of consumer spending should also be limited. Since 1982, a rise in the inflation rate 
by one percentage point has reduced consumer spending by 0.11%-0.13% on average (depend-
ing on the estimation method). Overall, consumer spending should be significantly higher in 2022 
than in 2021 (+4.0%). By contrast, the rise in government spending compared to 2020 and 2021 
should slow, as these two years involved significant expenditure on vaccines and testing. We are 
nonetheless still expecting an above-average rise in government spending of 2.5%, not least due 
to the cost of managing the wave of refugees arriving from Ukraine.  
   
At the same time, companies face widespread difficulties in their supply chains. According to par-
ticipants in our monthly survey of purchasing managers, 62% of companies fear production out-
ages over the next six months due to a lack of preliminary goods and services or raw materials. 
Moreover, there is no sign of a return to normality on the short-term horizon: 80% of purchasing 
managers only expect a return to normality next year or thereafter. Accordingly, companies are 
adjusting their supply chains and their investment behavior. As a general trend, local procurement 
is more the focus, which in turn involves greater investment in Switzerland. For example, the sur-
vey shows that one manufacturer in every five is ramping up investment volumes – with 4% even 
doing so significantly. By contrast, only 10% intend to invest less, with just 3% having imposed an 
investment freeze (cf. Fig. 4). Given widespread pressure to increase productivity, capital expendi-
ture can therefore be expected to rise by 2.5%, despite all the uncertainty and rising interest 
rates. Meanwhile, construction investment reported a decline in the first quarter, among other 
things due to a shortage of construction materials. We are expecting a slight decline of 0.2% for 
the year as a whole here, despite order pipelines being well-filled. 
 
Overall, we are sticking with our forecast issued last fall, namely that GDP growth in 2022 should 
be above-average at 2.5%. However, the catch-up effects following the lifting of coronavirus 
measures in Switzerland and many other countries will increasingly weaken. As an additional fac-
tor, there is a lack of new growth drivers given the difficult situation faced by the world economy 
against a backdrop of rising inflation, monetary tightening, and geopolitical uncertainties. We are 
therefore predicting a slowdown in growth momentum to 1.6% for 2023. 
 
 

claude.maurer@credit-suisse.com 
 
 
  

Inflation not proving 
an excessive drag 

Supply situation 
remains difficult 

Unchanged growth 
forecast of 2.5% for 
2022 and 1.6% for 
2023 

Fig 3: A spectrum of economic fears – but greater perceived job se-
curity 

 Fig 4: Supply chain problem actually has a slightly positive impact 
on investment 

Index from survey  Answers to the question “How have supply chain problems changed your investment 
plans?” 

 

 

 

Source: State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), Credit Suisse. 
Last data point: April 2022 

 Source: procure.ch, Credit Suisse 
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Economy | Monitor 
  

 
 

Inflation   Rents have contributed most to rising inflation 
  Contribution to the rate of inflation in May 2022, five largest inflationary and disinflation-

ary categories, in percentage points 

Prices in May 2022 were 2.9% up on the previous year. The 
rate of inflation is currently being driven up significantly by 
price rises in just a few categories of the average basket of 
goods used to calculate inflation. For example, the rise in 
rents (1.4%) added more than 0.2 percentage points to the 
rate of inflation, while the rise in oil prices pushed this up by 
a further 1.0 percentage points. By contrast, the rate of in-
flation was reduced by 0.1 percentage points thanks to a fall 
in medication prices (–2.0%). Overall, consumer prices can 
be expected to rise by 2.3% this year and by 1.0% next 
year. 
 

 

 

maxime.botteron@credit-suisse.com  Source: Federal Statistical Office, Credit Suisse. Last data point: May 2022. 
 

Labor market  Many sectors facing personnel shortages 
  Balance between proportion of companies who view current staffing levels as too high 

(+) and those viewing them as too low (-), in percentage points, selected sectors 

The rise in economic uncertainty has so far had almost no 
impact on the labor market. In many sectors, it is a shortage 
of specialist personnel that is the dominant theme. Above all 
in health care and IT – but also in hotels & catering, corpo-
rate services, and construction – a particularly large number 
of companies viewed their current staffing levels as too low 
at the start of the second quarter of 2022. Accordingly, there 
are now many vacant positions in these areas. Compared to 
the prior year, full-time equivalent employment increased by 
2.6% in the first quarter of 2022. For 2022 as a whole we 
are anticipating average employment growth of 1.7%.  

 

 

emilie.gachet@credit-suisse.com  * Freelance, academic, and technical services 
Source: Economic research unit of ETH Zurich (KOF), Credit Suisse 

Immigration  Qualification of refugees with Ukrainian nationality 
  Distribution of workers by major professional group, random sample of 1774 files, of 

which 1338 contained professional details 

Switzerland has taken in some 54,000 refugees since the 
start of the war in Ukraine. Thanks to protection status “S”, 
refugees not subject to an asylum procedure have a provi-
sional right to stay for at least a year and are able to work. 
After five years at the earliest, these vulnerable persons re-
ceive a “B” residence permit, time-limited up to the point 
when the protection status is lifted. Around 57% of protec-
tion seekers are capable of working and around 1000 of 
them have already found a job – a number that is on the rise. 
Their professional qualifications are more or less equivalent 
to those of the first-generation immigrants from all countries 
in the permanent residential population. 

 

 

sara.carnazzi@credit-suisse.com  Source: State Secretariat for Migration, Credit Suisse 
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Sectors | Monitor 
  

 
 

 
 
 

Pharmaceutical industry  Declining exports to Spain in Q1 2022 
  Pharma exports compared to prior-year quarter, seasonally adjusted 

In the first quarter of 2022, pharma exports recorded growth 
of 3.8% compared to the prior-year quarter. Although ex-
ports to the most important destination market, the US, rose 
once again (+15%), declines were apparent in exports to 
Germany, China, and Spain. Pharma exports to Spain 
surged dramatically in 2021 due to the manufacture of vac-
cines, but have recently reverted back to near pre-pandemic 
levels. Generally speaking, pharma exports should develop 
positively over the coming months too, but growth rates 
compared to those recorded in 2020 and 2021 should not 
be expected.   

 

 
tiziana.hunziker.2@credit-suisse.com  Source: Swiss Federal Customs Administration, Credit Suisse 

Mechanical engineering, electrical and metal industry (MEM)  Higher procurement and sales prices expected 
  Quarterly MEM exports in CHF mn, by country, seasonally adjusted; balance of com-

panies expecting higher procurement/sales prices and those anticipating a decline, in 
%.  

MEM exports rose in the first quarter of 2022. Here all key 
export markets other than the US recorded a year-on-year 
rise. Meanwhile, the great majority of the MEM companies 
surveyed by the Swiss Economic Institute of ETH Zurich 
(“KOF”) are anticipating higher procurement and sales prices 
over the coming months. This would suggest that companies 
will be passing on their higher production costs, at least in 
part, to clients. At the same time, supply chain problems and 
possible production outages in China as a result of COVID-
19 lockdowns harbor risks for MEM exports.  

 

 
tiziana.hunziker.2@credit-suisse.com  Source: Federal Customs Administration, KOF, Federal Statistical Office, Credit 

Suisse 

Watch industry  US now the leading export destination for Swiss watches 
  Watch exports compared to prior-year quarter, seasonally adjusted 

Watch exports continued their recovery, reaching a new 
high of more than CHF 2 billion in March. The US replaced 
Hong Kong as the leading export destination in 2021, and 
has recorded further strong in-creases over the last few 
quarters too. Consumers also appear to have rediscovered 
their spending appetite in Europe. By contrast, the recovery 
in Hong Kong proved sluggish, and exports to mainland 
China even declined. Here the authorities’ zero-tolerance 
approach to COVID-19 and suppressed consumer senti-
ment are likely to prevent any rapid recovery. 

 

 

tiziana.hunziker.2@credit-suisse.com  Source: Swiss Federal Customs Administration, Credit Suisse                                   
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Sectors | Monitor 
  

 
 

 
 

Retail trade  Retail sales normalize 
  Nominal retail sales, seasonally adjusted, year-on-year quarterly change 

Sales in the Swiss retail sector recorded a year-on-year de-
cline in the first quarter of 2022 for the third quarter in suc-
cession. This was attributable to the dwindling special effect 
of COVID-19, with sales in the food, consumer electronics, 
and DIY/garden areas falling short of the levels recorded 
during the pandemic. At the same time, the normalization 
had a positive impact on sales in the clothing/shoes, per-
sonal care and healthcare areas. The recovery can be ex-
pected to continue in these segments over the coming 
months. By contrast, food sales are likely to remain below 
the levels recorded during the pandemic.      

 

 
tiziana.hunziker.2@credit-suisse.com  Source: GfK, Credit Suisse 

Tourism  No return of guests from Asia and Oceania yet 
  Overnight stays, indexed, average 2019 = 100, by continent of origin 

The widescale rollback of COVID-19 measures has given a 
boost to tourism in both Europe and Switzerland. Accord-
ingly, the number of guests from these regions has risen 
since the end of 2021. By contrast, the overnight stays of 
tourists from Asia and Oceania are still languishing at less 
than 20% of their pre-pandemic levels. Due to the Ukraine 
crisis, there is unlikely to be any immediate recovery in the 
number of guests traveling to Switzerland from far-away 
continents. On the other hand, the recovery of tourism within 
Europe can be expected to persist. 

 

 
tiziana.hunziker.2@credit-suisse.com  Source: Federal Statistical Office, Credit Suisse 
   

Information technology (IT)  Business situation cools and reverts to long-term average 
  Balance between companies who view their business situation as positive and those 

that view it as negative, in %, long-term average 

Following on from a period of very optimistic sentiment in 
the IT sector at the start of the year, a noticeable cooling 
became apparent from the start of the second quarter of 
2022. That said, the balance between companies who view 
their business situation as positive and those that view it as 
negative still stands at 40%. The repercussions for interna-
tional value creation chains of the conflict in the Ukraine 
and China’s zero-tolerance policy toward COVID-19 are 
likely to have been the key factor in the deterioration of 
sentiment. These challenges and the resulting price inflation 
can be expected to weigh on the IT sector over the coming 
months too. 

 

 

tiziana.hunziker.2@credit-suisse.com  Source: Economic research unit of the ETH Zurich (KOF), Credit Suisse 
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Focus | Fiscal Policy 
  

Is government debt sustainable in 
the face of rising interest rates? 

Government debt is at an all-time high following the COVID-19 pandemic, while central 
banks are scaling back bond purchases and increasing interest rates. Rising financing 
costs call into question how sustainable these debt levels are. Thanks to the currently 
low debt servicing costs and the long residual maturity of bonds, the immediate risk of a 
debt crisis is low. From 2028 the latest, however, the interest rate reversal is likely to 
restrict fiscal space significantly in a number of advanced economies. 
 
Both fiscal policy expenditure to support the economy during the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
slump in tax receipts due to the recession left a gaping hole in government budgets. As a result, 
the average level of government debt relative to gross domestic product (GDP) reached an all-
time high (cf. Fig. 1). A half of advanced economies now have a debt-to-GDP ratio of more than 
60%, up from around just a third of the countries back in 2007. Moreover, after years of declining 
interest rates, a trend reversal is imminent. The combination of rising interest rates and record-
high debt ratios is fueling fears of a renewed debt crisis similar to that triggered by the impending 
bankruptcy of Greece and other members of the eurozone in the years 2010–2012. 
 
However, there is no generally valid threshold above which government debt becomes “danger-
ous”. The relevant factor is whether a country can afford its debt servicing costs. As long as a 
country is able to meet its debt obligations and find creditors, it can theoretically roll over its debt 
into perpetuity. Economists therefore look at interest expenditure as a percentage of economic 
output when analyzing the affordability of government debt. Debt sustainability in general is influ-
enced by a number of variables: In addition to the nominal level of debt, these include future defi-
cits, the overall level of interest rates, country-specific risk premiums, refinancing risk, and eco-
nomic growth. In the following paragraphs, we evaluate these indicators in order to gauge the sus-
tainability of public debt.  
 
Our analysis covers Switzerland and its key trade partners (Germany, France, Italy, Spain, the UK, 
and the US) as well as Japan. The latter is an interesting case due to its extraordinary high level of 
debt. We exclude China from this analysis – despite its significance as a trade partner – because 
the debt dynamics in emerging countries differ significantly from that in advanced economies. 
 
 

High debt and rising 
interest rates spark 
fear of potential 
debt crisis  

Level of debt alone 
no reliable indicator 
for the likelihood of a 
debt crisis 

Analysis of debt 
sustainability for 
Switzerland’s key 
trade partners 

Fig. 1: Government debt levels of advanced economies have risen 
sharply since the financial crisis 

 Fig. 2: Thanks to the low interest environment, interest expenditure 
has declined significantly despite rising levels of debt  

General government (including social security) gross debt ratio, as % of GDP, 2007 
vs. 2021 

 Distribution of interest expenditure in  advanced economies , as % of GDP, 2007 vs. 
2020 

 

 

 
Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), Credit Suisse  Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), Credit Suisse 
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First, it is worth pointing out that debt servicing costs relative to GDP have declined significantly 
since the financial crisis despite rising debt ratios (cf. Fig. 2), because interest rates have propor-
tionally fallen further than debt levels have risen. This has alleviated the burden on government 
budgets in recent years. In view of the imminent interest rate turnaround, this trend should now 
reverse – but not overnight. Depending on the average residual maturity of their debt portfolios 
and the resulting refinancing risk, governments have a certain amount of time in which to prepare 
for changed financing parameters. 
 
The treasury departments of governments have exploited the record-low interest rates of recent 
years to extend the average maturity of their debt portfolios and lock in the benefit of low interest 
rates for a longer period (cf. Fig. 3). Only in the US and Italy has the maturity profile remained 
more or less constant compared to the last debt crisis – in the case of the former, at a relatively 
low level of 5.6 years. Leading the way is the United Kingdom with 14.6 years. Spain has man-
aged to increase its residual maturity by 1.5 years, France by 1.2 years. In Switzerland, the resid-
ual maturity of Confederation bonds has also been pushed up markedly in order to benefit from 
low interest rates for longer. However, in 2020 the overall residual maturity fell back to 2016 lev-
els for a short period as the federal treasury issued an unusually large volume of short-term money 
market paper in order to finance measures to combat the effects of coronavirus. 
 
The current rise in the level of interest rates will therefore not impact government budgets immedi-
ately, which in turn gives governments time to consolidate. In Fig. 4 we simulate how the expected 
increases in key rates up to 2023 (as forecast by us) could influence effective interest rates – i.e. 
the average interest rates across all maturities weighted with the outstanding amounts in question. 
What emerges is that even at the end of 2023 refinancing costs will remain far lower than during 
the debt crisis. In some cases, the effective average rate of interest will even decline slightly in the 
short term as old legacy debt is refinanced more cheaply.  
 
But governments will have to face the music at some stage. Although rising interest rates are un-
likely to trigger a debt crisis in the short term, this in no way represents a green light for ongoing 
deficits. In the medium term, the rising interest rate burden may become a problem even with a 
neutral primary balance. The primary balance is the budget result after deducting all interest reve-
nues and expenditures, which makes it a metric for evaluating government budgets irrespective of 
debt levels and their financing.   
 
Even on the assumption that countries will be able to deliver a neutral primary balance in the fu-
ture, the debt servicing costs of Italy, the US, France, and Spain will be so high within a few years 
that their debt ratios will rise further purely as a result of interest payments. By economic metrics, 
debt becomes unsustainable from this point onward. Specifically, this is the case if the real inter-
est rate for bonds rises above the growth rate of the economy, i.e. if the so-called interest rate-
growth differential is positive. Where this occurs, debt servicing costs exceed the growth of GDP 
(i.e. of the denominator of the debt ratio), and the debt ratio grows even if the government budget 
is balanced. 
 

Interest burden has 
fallen despite rising 
debt, ... 

... and the refinancing 
risk has also declined 
thanks to higher 
residual maturities, ... 

… so that the rise in 
interest rates will only 
be felt with a time lag 

Relevant medium-
term factors: interest 
rates, growth, and 
primary balance  

Debt ratios may rise 
even with a neutral 
primary balance 

Fig. 3: Governments have increased the residual maturity of their 
debt in order to benefit from low interest rates for longer 

 Fig. 4: Up to the end of 2023, rising key rates will drive up effective 
interest rates on government debt only slowly  

Average residual maturity of outstanding bonds and bills, in years  Average interest rate May 2022 – end 2023 based on key rate forecasts; assumes 
constant residual maturity and yield curve shape; av. int. rate during 2012 debt crisis 

 

 

 

Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), Federal Finance Administration (FFA), 
Credit Suisse 

 Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), Refinitiv Datastream, Credit Suisse 
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Over the last few years, the situation has been precisely the opposite: The interest rate level has 
languished below the growth rate, enabling governments to stabilize their debt ratios despite run-
ning a small primary deficit. According to our forecasts for key rates and the effective interest rate 
as per Fig. 4 and using the growth and inflation forecasts of the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), the interest rate-growth differential will revert to the positive range in the future, albeit at 
different speeds for different countries (cf. Fig. 5).  
 
In Switzerland and Germany, the differential should remain negative until the end of the decade, 
even if central banks increase key rates by 25 basis points (bps) a quarter between now and the 
end of 2025. In other words, these two countries should continue to be able to at least stabilize 
their debt levels despite running primary deficits, because GDP growth will finance the rising cost 
of debt servicing. In the US, by contrast, even balanced primary budgets will not be sufficient to 
stabilize the debt ratio from 2027 onward. Spain and France will face this problem from 2028. 
Meanwhile, Italy will have to be generating primary surpluses from as early as mid-2025 in order 
to prevent its debt ratio from rising purely as a result of the increased cost of servicing debt. 
 
Yet the assumption alone of countries posting a level primary balance is optimistic. Of the coun-
tries analyzed, only Switzerland, Germany, and Italy were not running a primary deficit prior to the 
pandemic. Due to the high cost of servicing its legacy debt burden, however, even Italy’s budget 
surplus has not been high enough to reduce the country’s debt ratio meaningfully. Now, all coun-
tries are confronted with an array of expensive problems. Given the planned investment in energy 
transition, high defense expenditure for armaments and cybersecurity, and the unresolved problem 
of financing national pension systems, the comprehensive consolidation of government budgets 
over the coming years has become more unlikely. The budget forecasts of the IMF (cf. Fig. 6) 
likewise do not suggest that these countries will manage this – with the exception of the UK, Ger-
many and Switzerland. Accordingly, Italy, France, Spain, and the US could have a debt sustaina-
bility problem from the middle resp. the end of the current decade. In the absence of any credible 
fiscal strategy for the meantime, markets could lose confidence in these countries, thereby in-
creasing the probability of a debt crisis. 
 
When all the observed indicators are taken into consideration, the overall risk of a debt crisis can 
be evaluated as follows: A debt crisis is more likely if debt levels are no longer sustainable in an 
economic sense, i.e. if the real level of interest rates exceeds the real growth rate. Moreover, if 
gross debt, debt servicing costs, and primary deficits are high relative to economic output, the 
debt sustainability problem is exacerbated. Finally, a low residual maturity of the debt portfolio and 
a high or volatile country risk premium also have the effect of increasing the risk of a debt crisis.  
 
 

 
 

Trend reversal in 
interest rate-growth 
differential 

Debt sustainability 
looks questionable in 
the medium term for 
Italy, the US, France, 
and Spain 

Expensive problems 
are an obstacle to 
credible consolidation 
strategies 

Six indicators for 
assessing debt risk 

Fig. 5: In the absence of budget consolidation, Italy, the US, France, 
and Spain will have a debt sustainability problem soon 

 Fig. 6: Active consolidation of government debt looks unlikely given 
the expensive problems countries face 

Difference between real interest rate and growth rate. Based on Credit Suisse fore-
casts for key rates up to 2023 and a 25 bps rise every quarter thereafter until end of 
2025; including IMF inflation and growth forecasts up to 2027 and trend assump-
tions for the period thereafter 

 Forecast of general government (incl. social security) primary deficits, as % of GDP 

 

 

 
Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), Refinitiv Datastream, Haver Analytics, 
Credit Suisse 

 Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), Credit Suisse 
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Box: Country risk premiums, confidence crises, and the special case of the US 

 
A debt crisis can come about in two ways: One way is a deterioration of the fundamental fiscal position, whereby debt rises 
to a level that governments can no longer service in the prevailing interest rate environment. The other way is a rise in the 
country-specific risk premium – which in addition to risk-free long-term interest rates determines the level of interest rates 
for government bonds – which makes servicing the debt impossible despite a fundamentally solid fiscal position. The latter 
occurs when markets lose trust in a country’s ability to pay. This often goes hand in hand with a deterioration in the funda-
mental fiscal position, but it may also be driven by other factors such as political instability.  
 
While countries cannot influence the development of long-term interest rates – they are primarily determined by inflation and 
growth expectations – the country-specific risk premium depends greatly on the actions of the government in question and 
the confidence that creditors have in the ability of a country to meet its payment obligations. For example, if a government 
has never been insolvent, it increases its credibility as a borrower.  
 
This is true of the US and explains why its risk premium is so low, even though fundamental fiscal policy indicators (such as 
the level of debt, primary deficit, and refinancing risk) are less solid in an international comparison. Investors have such a 
high level of trust in the US dollar and the US government as a borrower that the interest rate on US government bonds is 
even used as a risk-free reference interest rate. Most other countries do not enjoy this luxury. However, these countries can 
increase market confidence in their solvency in other ways. One avenue is a debt brake mechanism enshrined in the consti-
tution, as found in Germany and Switzerland. This has the effect of limiting any debt sustainability risk beyond a rise in the 
general interest rate environment.  
 

 
In Fig. 7 we set out these six indicators for all investigated countries in a uniform way: The higher 
the figure, the more problematic the position of a country relative to the others. What emerges is 
that there are significant differences between countries. Switzerland stands out with its particularly 
robust situation, whereas the fiscal positions of Japan, the US, and Italy look more precarious. Ja-
pan is a special case, because while the level of debt here is extraordinarily high and unlikely to 
decline, the cost of servicing this debt should pose no problem for the foreseeable future due to 
an extraordinary low interest rate outlook. For the debt of the US, three of the six indicators point 
to heightened risk, but investor trust reflected in the low risk premium compensates for this to a 
certain degree. In Italy, by contrast, a fundamentally poor fiscal position goes hand in hand with 
heightened (and volatile) risk premiums. This combination looks problematic, particularly if political 
stability should deteriorate and drive up risk premiums as a result. From this standpoint, the im-
pending parliamentary elections in Italy next year could lead to stress in bond markets.   
 
Fig. 7: Italy, Japan, and the US appear relatively challenged according to various debt sustainability indicators 
Standardized figures; large area indicates a poor relative position. Gross debt as per 2022, residual maturity as per 2021, debt servicing 
costs as per 2020, forecasts for primary balance and interest rate-growth differential in 2027, country risk premium according to Damo-
daran (2022) based on ratings and sovereign credit default swap spreads 

 
Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), Damodaran (2022): Country Default Spreads and Risk Premiums, Refinitiv Datastream, Haver 
Analytics, Credit Suisse 
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Nonetheless, the risk of a wide-scale debt crisis in Europe similar to that of the period 2010–
2012 is currently low. When viewed on aggregate across all countries, Europe’s fiscal situation is 
superior to that of the US, for example. In order to tackle the heightened risk of individual coun-
tries better, the European Union has significantly improved its institutional architecture since the 
euro crisis. The European Stability Mechanism (ESM), the Outright Monetary Transactions (OMTs) 
of the European Central Bank (“Whatever it takes”), and the common debt for the Recovery and 
Resilience Facility (RRF) in the context of the pandemic have all made the eurozone more resilient.  
 
While government debt levels are historically high, other metrics suggest a relatively stable situa-
tion, at least in the short term. The interest rate trend reversal will only exercise an influence on 
government budgets after a significant time lag, above all thanks to the long average residual ma-
turity of existing debt. In the medium term, however, we will see a balancing act between the need 
for consolidation on the one hand and growth-damaging austerity on the other.  
 
Toward the end of the decade, the fiscal space for some countries will be squeezed dramatically. 
The kind of comprehensive fiscal policy support that governments provided during the COVID-19 
pandemic will no longer be possible everwhere, at least not without subsequent tax rises or a re-
duction in expenditure in order to finance the interest rate burden. It is therefore not surprising that 
the US and Europe are currently taking advantage of what is still a relatively low interest rate envi-
ronment to finance long-term growth-enhancing investment programs.  
 
When looking at all the indicators that we analzse in this study, Switzerland stands out with a par-
ticularly robust fiscal policy situation. This is surely attributable to constitutional the debt brake, 
which has now been in force for almost two decades. The sustainability of government debt is 
therefore not even a question in Switzerland, which would be able to keep its debt ratio stable 
even if it posted budget deficits. Yet precisely for this reason, the outlook for Swiss budget policy 
in the next few years does not differ greatly from that of other countries: Rather than the level of 
debt, it is the tight corset of the debt brake that will limit the federal government’s fiscal space in 
the face of rising interest expenditure. In the longer term, therefore, the expensive problems of the 
future could result in tax increases or expenditure cuts in Switzerland too.  
 
franziska.fischer@credit-suisse.com 
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Monetary policy 
  

Exiting negative rates 
Following the upgrade of our inflation forecast, we now expect the Swiss National Bank 
(SNB) to proceed with a first policy rate increase this year. Subsequent steps will likely 
follow. 
 
As the European Central Bank (ECB) appears set to raise its policy rate several times this year, 
bringing it into positive territory by year-end, the conditions for a first policy rate increase in Swit-
zerland without risking a sharp appreciation of the Swiss franc should improve. However, the pace 
of policy rate increases by the SNB will likely be slower than the ECB’s, as inflationary pressures 
remain much more moderate in Switzerland than in the Eurozone. Indeed, despite our latest infla-
tion forecast upgrade from 1.8% to 2.3% on average in 2022, we expect the inflation rate to fall 
below 2% by Q1 2023 (Figure 1), which would be within the definition of price stability.  
 
As other central banks will likely raise their policy rates rapidly over this year to tame elevated infla-
tion in their regions, the interest rate difference between other currencies and the Swiss franc will 
increase, which will lower the attractiveness of the latter. However, the current situation is ambig-
uous for the SNB. On the one hand, it has called the Swiss franc “highly valued” since the sum-
mer of 2017 (Figure 2), thereby signaling a preference for a weaker Swiss franc. On the other 
hand, any depreciation of the Swiss franc raises inflation through an increase of the import prices. 
Overall, we believe that the SNB will not wait for a substantial depreciation of the Swiss franc to 
start raising its policy rate, while it will likely avoid adding too much appreciation pressure on the 
currency by lifting its policy rate too soon and too fast.  
 
So far, the SNB has not shared any plan about the reduction of its balance sheet. In our view, the 
negative policy rate is more costly than a large balance sheet. We therefore believe that any active 
reduction of the balance sheet is unlikely before the SNB policy rate has reached at least 0%. 
 
maxime.botteron@credit-suisse.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Relatively moderate 
inflation allows for 
relatively slow rate 
increases 

Wider interest rate 
spread should help 
reduce appreciation 
pressure on the CHF 

No reduction of SNB 
balance sheet 

Fig. 1: Inflation should fall below 2% in Q1 2023  Fig. 2: How the SNB has assessed the valuation of the Swiss franc 

Inflation rate, in %  CHF real effective exchange rate, Jan 2011 = 100. An upward move reflects an ap-
preciation of the CHF 

 

 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, SNB, Credit Suisse. Last data point: Q1 2022.   Source: Refinitiv Datastream, SNB, Credit Suisse. Last data point: April 2022.  
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Monetary policy | Monitor 
  

 
 

COVID-19 loans  More than a third of all COVID-19 loans paid back 

  Outstanding COVID-19 loans, in CHF bn 

Banks participating in the COVID-19 loan program have re-
quested borrowers to start paying back their COVID-19 
loans since the end of March 2022. The Swiss Bankers’ As-
sociation recommended the measure and the government 
supported it. Consequently, the volume of paid-back credits 
has increased significantly since our last update, from CHF 
4715 m (3 March) to CHF 5777 m. Defaults have risen 
from CHF 355 m to CHF 431 m, while CHF 13.2 m (+4.2 
m) could be recovered from previously defaulted loans. Out-
standing COVID-19 credits have declined to CHF 10.7 bn.  
 
 
 

 

 

maxime.botteron@credit-suisse.com  Source: SECO, Credit Suisse 
 

SNB profit  Third consecutive quarterly loss for the SNB in Q1 2022 

  Quarterly net income, in CHF bn 

The SNB reported a loss of CHF 32.8 bn for Q1 2022, the 
largest quarterly loss since Q1 2020. The loss is mostly due 
to price losses on the SNB bond and equity holdings, as well 
as a stronger CHF. Since the end of Q1, bond and equity 
prices have declined further, adding to the loss. However, 
the CHF has weakened, which should compensate some-
what for the loss. Alone with the rise of the USD to parity 
with the CHF, the SNB should book a profit of around CHF 
28 bn, while an EUR/CHF exchange rate at 1.04 implies a 
profit of around CHF 6 bn for the SNB. 

 

 

maxime.botteron@credit-suisse.com  Source: Bloomberg, Credit Suisse. Last data point: Q1 2022. 
 

SNB foreign currency interventions  Foreign currency purchases have become less frequent 

  Net foreign currency purchases by the SNB, in CHF bn 

While the SNB said that it allowed the CHF to appreciate in 
Q4 2021 and Q1 2022, it nevertheless purchased foreign 
currencies over this period. The SNB reported purchases of 
CHF 12.7 bn of foreign currencies in Q4 2021 and we esti-
mate that the central bank’s foreign exchange interventions 
in Q1 2022 amounted to CHF 5.5 bn (official data will be 
released at the end of June). In an environment where cen-
tral banks are tightening their monetary policy, we expect 
SNB’s interventions on the foreign exchange market to be-
come less and less frequent. 

 

 

maxime.botteron@credit-suisse.com  *Available from Q1 2020. Source: SNB, Credit Suisse. Last data point: Q1 2022.  
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Real Estate | Monitor 
  

 
 

Owner-occupied housing  Growth in residential property prices accelerates further 
  Price development in mid-range segment; dotted lines: average 2000–2021 

Demand for owner-occupied housing is currently much 
higher than the corresponding supply. Price growth is very 
high – and indeed accelerating – as a result of this demand 
overhang: Within the space of just a year, prices rose by 
7.5% for condominiums and 8.7% for single-family homes. 
Over the next few quarters too, the prices of owner-occu-
pied housing can be expected to rise further. However, the 
rate of increase is likely to weaken given higher interest 
rates for fixed mortgages, strong recent price growth, and 
strict regulation. 

 

 

thomas.rieder@credit-suisse.com  Source: Wüest Partner. Last data point: Q1 2022. 
 

Rental apartments  All signs point to recovery 
  Supply rate as % of existing housing stock, time-on-market in number of days 

The rental apartment market is currently characterized by 
both a rise in demand and a decline in supply. This so-called 
“pork cycle” has put an end to a downturn lasting many 
years, during which vacancies rose and downward pressure 
on advertised rents increased. All the signs now point to re-
covery: The vacancy rate has been declining since 2021, 
the supply rate is likewise falling, and the average time-on-
market has now shrunk to its lowest level since 2015. Ac-
cordingly, a trend reversal in rents has become established 
and is likely to persist. 

 

 

fabian.waltert@credit-suisse.com  * Moving average over four quarters 
Source: Meta-Sys, Credit Suisse. Last data point: Q1 2022. 

Office property  Reticence in newbuild activity in office property segment  
  Building permits and planning applications, moving 12-month total, in CHF mn 

At CHF 1,586 million, the 12-month total of building permits 
issued for office projects was recently some 18% below its 
long-term average. Investors are therefore clearly being cir-
cumspect with their office property investments, holding 
back from new projects until greater clarity emerges with re-
gard to the need for future space. Only in the area of con-
version applications, which have been above their long-term 
average since September 2021, has there been a significant 
increase over the last semester. In the majority of large and 
mid-sized centers, this reticence on the part of investors is 
likely to be a major factor preventing any significant buildup 
of imbalances going forward.  

 

 

kerstin.hansen@credit-suisse.com  Source: Baublatt, Credit Suisse. Last data point: 02/2022. 
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Credit Suisse Leading Indicators 
  

 
 

Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI)  Industrial Activity  

  PMI index > 50 = growth 

Purchasing managers stand at the beginning of the produc-
tion process. The PMI uses this forward-looking feature to 
forecast the level of economic activity. The index is based on 
a monthly survey conducted by procure.ch, the industry body 
for purchasing and supply management. Purchasing manag-
ers respond to eight questions on output, backlog of orders, 
purchasing volumes, purchase price, delivery times, stocks 
of purchases, stocks of finished goods, and employment. 
They indicate whether activity levels are higher, the same, or 
lower than in the preceding month. The percentage share of 
responses stating "higher" and "no change" are used to cal-
culate the sub-indices, though only half of the "no change" 
share of responses is included. The PMI lies between 0 and 
100, with a figure of more than 50 indicating an expansion 
of activity compared with the previous month. 

 

 

  Source: procure.ch, Credit Suisse 

   

Credit Suisse Export Barometer  Exports 

  In standard deviation, values > 0 = growth 

The Credit Suisse Export Barometer takes as its basis the 
dependence of Swiss exports on foreign export markets. In 
constructing the export barometer, we have drawn together 
important leading industry indicators in Switzerland's 28 
most important export markets. The values of these leading 
indicators are weighted on the basis of the share of exports 
that goes to each country. The export barometer consoli-
dates this information to produce a single indicator. Since 
the values in question are standardized, the export barome-
ter is calibrated in standard deviations. The zero line corre-
sponds to the growth threshold. The long-term average 
growth of Swiss exports of approximately 5% is at 1. 

 

 

  Source: PMIPremium, Credit Suisse 

   

CS CFA Society Switzerland Index  Economic Activity  

  Balance of expectations, values > 0 = growth 

Financial analysts have their finger on the pulse of the econ-
omy. Since 2017, we have been conducting a monthly sur-
vey of financial analysts jointly with CFA Society Switzerland 
under the heading Financial Market Test Switzerland1. Ana-
lysts are questioned not only about their assessment of the 
current and future economic situation as well as the rate of 
inflation but also about financial market issues such as eq-
uity market performance and interest rate forecasts. The CS 
CFA Society Switzerland Index represents the balance of ex-
pectations regarding the development of Swiss economic 
activity over the coming six months. 

 

 
1 Published as the Credit Suisse ZEW Index from 2006 until 2016  Source: CFA Society Switzerland, Credit Suisse 
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Credit Suisse Leading Indicators 
  

 
 

Swiss Construction Index  Construction Industry Climate 

  1st quarter 1996 = 100 

The Swiss Construction Index is published once a quarter 
jointly by Credit Suisse and the Swiss Contractors' Associa-
tion (SCA). It serves as a leading indicator for the state of 
Switzerland's construction sector by forecasting the volume 
of work in the core construction business in the coming 
quarter. The indicator is calculated by Credit Suisse and is 
based mainly on a quarterly survey conducted by the SCA 
among its members. Additional data is provided by the Swiss 
Federal Statistical Office and Baublatt. The Construction In-
dex was launched in the first quarter of 1996. 

 

 

  Source: Swiss Contractor's Association, Credit Suisse 

   

PMI Services  Activity in the services sector 

  PMI Services index > 50 = growth 

Procure.ch, the professional association for purchasing and 
supply management and Credit Suisse launched a PMI for 
the services sector in 2014. The Services PMI is structured 
in exactly the same way as its industry counterpart. Values 
over 50.0 points mean expansion. It is based on a survey of 
purchasing managers from Swiss service providers. There 
are six subcomponents: type of business, new orders, order 
book, purchasing prices, sales prices and number of employ-
ees. 

 

 

  Source: procure.ch, Credit Suisse 
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Forecasts and Indicators 
  

 
 
 

Forecasts for the Swiss Economy 

  2022 2022P 2022P 2022P 2023P 2023P 2023P 2023P  2022P 2023P 

  Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4    

GDP (YoY, in %)  
4.4 2.9 1.2 1.5 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.6  2.5 1.6 

Consumer spending   7.5 4.2 1.7 3.0 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6  4.0 1.6 

Government expenditure   4.1 2.6 2.3 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0  2.5 1.0 

Gross capital investment   1.1 1.3 1.6 2.0 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4  1.5 1.4 

Construction investment   -1.9 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4  -0.2 0.4 

Investment in plant and equipment   2.8 2.0 2.5 2.6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0  2.5 2.0 

Exports (goods and services)  12.6 4.5 1.6 0.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0  4.5 4.0 

Imports (goods and services)  12.0 4.0 1.4 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0  4.5 3.0 
           

Inflation (in %)  2.1 2.8 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.8 0.9  2.3 1.0 

Unemployment (in %)  2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3  2.2 2.3 

Employment growth FTEs (YoY, in %)  2.6 2.2 1.2 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.9  1.7 0.8 

Net immigration            60,000  

Nominal wage growth (YoY, in %)           0.8 1.7 

Source: Federal Statistics Office, State Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO, Credit Suisse 

 

Forecasts for the World Economy 

  Forecasts  Structure  Significance for Switzerland 

Forecasts 
 GDP 

YoY, in %  
Inflation 
YoY, in % 

 
 

 
Population 
In million 

GDP 
In USD billion 

 
Share of exports 
In % 

Share of imports 
In % 

  2022 2023 2022 2023  2021 2021  2021 2021 

World  
3.2 2.8 6.7 3.8 

                              
7,763  

                       
96,293  

 
100 100 

US  
2.7 2.3 7.6 3.8 

                              
332  

                       
22,998  

 
18.1 6.0 

Euro zone  
2.4 2.0 7.0 2.3 

                              
343  

                        
14,505  

 
51.5 66.8 

Germany  
1.5 2.0 7.2 2.5 

                              
83  

                         
4,226  

 
17.0 27.4 

France  
2.8 1.8 5.0 2.4 

                              
65  

                         
2,935  

 
5.7 7.6 

Italy  
2.4 1.8 6.8 2.0 

                              
59  

                         
2,101  

 
6.0 9.4 

UK  
3.7 0.9 7.9 4.4 

                              
68  

                         
3,188  

 
3.0 2.2 

Japan  
1.0 1.2 1.5 0.8 

                              
126  

                         
4,937  

 
2.9 2.0 

China  
5.3 4.9 2.1 2.0 

                              
1,413  

                        
17,458  

 
6.0 8.9 

Source: Datastream, International Monetary Fund, Credit Suisse 

 

Interest Rates and Monetary Policy Data 

  Current 3-month 12-month   06/2022 05/2022 06/2021 

SNB target range (in %)  -0.75 -0.75 -0.25  M0 money supply (CHF bn)  757.2 750.0 720.4 

10-year government bond yields (in %)  1.1 1.1 1.2  M1 money supply (%, YoY)  3.3 4.2 7.3 
      M2 money supply (%, YoY)  0.0 0.7 5.3 
      M3 money supply (%, YoY)  -0.1 0.7 4.9 

      Foreign currency reserves (CHF bn)  955.9 937.3 934.1 

Source: Datastream, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse 
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Important Information 
 
This report represents the views of the Investment Strategy 
Department of CS and has not been prepared in accordance 
with the legal requirements designed to promote the inde-
pendence of investment research. It is not a product of the 
Credit Suisse Research Department even if it references pub-
lished research recommendations. CS has policies in place to 
manage conflicts of interest including policies relating to deal-
ing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. These 
policies do not apply to the views of Investment Strategists 
contained in this report. Please find further important infor-
mation at the end of this material. Singapore: For accredited 
investors only. Hong Kong: For professional investors only. 
Australia: For wholesale clients only. 
 
Risk Warning 
 
Every investment involves risk, especially with regard to fluc-
tuations in value and return. If an investment is denominated 
in a currency other than your base currency, changes in the 
rate of exchange may have an adverse effect on value, price 
or income.  
This document may include information on investments that 
involve special risks. You should seek the advice of your inde-
pendent financial advisor prior to taking any investment deci-
sions based on this document or for any necessary explanation 
of its contents. Further information is also available in the in-
formation brochure “Risks Involved in Trading Financial Instru-
ments” available from the Swiss Bankers Association. 
Past performance is not an indicator of future perfor-
mance. Performance can be affected by commissions, 
fees or other charges as well as exchange rate fluctua-
tions.  
 
Financial market risks  
 
Historical returns and financial market scenarios are no reliable 
indicators of future performance. The price and value of in-
vestments mentioned and any income that might accrue could 
fall or rise or fluctuate. You should consult with such advisor(s) 
as you consider necessary to assist you in making these de-
terminations.  
Investments may have no public market or only a restricted 
secondary market. Where a secondary market exists, it is not 
possible to predict the price at which investments will trade in 
the market or whether such market will be liquid or illiquid.  
 
Emerging markets  
 
Where this document relates to emerging markets, you should 
be aware that there are uncertainties and risks associated with 
investments and transactions in various types of investments 
of, or related or linked to, issuers and obligors incorporated, 
based or principally engaged in business in emerging markets 
countries. Investments related to emerging markets countries 
may be considered speculative, and their prices will be much 
more volatile than those in the more developed countries of 
the world. Investments in emerging markets investments 
should be made only by sophisticated investors or experienced 

professionals who have independent knowledge of the rele-
vant markets, are able to consider and weigh the various risks 
presented by such investments, and have the financial re-
sources necessary to bear the substantial risk of loss of in-
vestment in such investments. It is your responsibility to man-
age the risks which arise as a result of investing in emerging 
markets investments and the allocation of assets in your port-
folio. You should seek advice from your own advisers with re-
gard to the various risks and factors to be considered when 
investing in an emerging markets investment. 
 
Alternative investments  
 
Hedge funds are not subject to the numerous investor protec-
tion regulations that apply to regulated authorized collective in-
vestments and hedge fund managers are largely unregulated. 
Hedge funds are not limited to any particular investment disci-
pline or trading strategy, and seek to profit in all kinds of mar-
kets by using leverage, derivatives, and complex speculative 
investment strategies that may increase the risk of investment 
loss.  
Commodity transactions carry a high degree of risk, including 
the loss of the entire investment, and may not be suitable for 
many private investors. The performance of such investments 
depends on unpredictable factors such as natural catastro-
phes, climate influences, hauling capacities, political unrest, 
seasonal fluctuations and strong influences of rolling-forward, 
particularly in futures and indices. 
Investors in real estate are exposed to liquidity, foreign cur-
rency and other risks, including cyclical risk, rental and local 
market risk as well as environmental risk, and changes to the 
legal situation.  
 
Private Equity 
 
Private Equity (hereafter “PE”) means private equity capital in-
vestment in companies that are not traded publicly (i.e. are not 
listed on a stock exchange), they are complex, usually illiquid 
and long-lasting. Investments in a PE fund generally involve a 
significant degree of financial and/or business risk. Invest-
ments in private equity funds are not principal-protected nor 
guaranteed. Investors will be required to meet capital calls of 
investments over an extended period of time. Failure to do so 
may traditionally result in the forfeiture of a portion or the en-
tirety of the capital account, forego any future income or gains 
on investments made prior to such default and among other 
things, lose any rights to participate in future investments or 
forced to sell their investments at a very low price, much lower 
than secondary market valuations. Companies or funds may 
be highly leveraged and therefore may be more sensitive to 
adverse business and/or financial developments or economic 
factors. Such investments may face intense competition, 
changing business or economic conditions or other develop-
ments that may adversely affect their performance. 
   
Interest rate and credit risks  
 
The retention of value of a bond is dependent on the credit-
worthiness of the Issuer and/or Guarantor (as applicable), 
which may change over the term of the bond. In the event of 
default by the Issuer and/or Guarantor of the bond, the bond 
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or any income derived from it is not guaranteed and you may 
get back none of, or less than, what was originally invested. 
 
Investment Strategy Department 
 
Investment Strategists are responsible for multi-asset class 
strategy formation and subsequent implementation in CS’s 
discretionary and advisory businesses. If shown, Model Port-
folios are provided for illustrative purposes only. Your asset al-
location, portfolio weightings and performance may look sig-
nificantly different based on your particular circumstances and 
risk tolerance. Opinions and views of Investment Strategists 
may be different from those expressed by other Departments 
at CS. Investment Strategist views may change at any time 
without notice and with no obligation to update. CS is under 
no obligation to ensure that such updates are brought to your 
attention. 
 
From time to time, Investment Strategists may reference pre-
viously published Research articles, including recommenda-
tions and rating changes collated in the form of lists. The rec-
ommendations contained herein are extracts and/or refer-
ences to previously published recommendations by Credit 
Suisse Research. For equities, this relates to the respective 
Company Note or Company Summary of the issuer. Recom-
mendations for bonds can be found within the respective Re-
search Alert (bonds) publication or Institutional Research 
Flash/Alert– Credit Update Switzerland. These items are avail-
able on request or via online banking.  
 
Disclosures are available from  
 
https://www.credit-suisse.com/disclosure 
 

Global disclaimer / Important information  
 
The information provided herein constitutes marketing mate-
rial; it is not investment research. This document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, 
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publica-
tion, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation 
or which would subject CS to any registration or licensing re-
quirement within such jurisdiction. 
 
References in this report to CS include Credit Suisse AG, the 
Swiss bank, its subsidiaries and affiliates. For more infor-
mation on our structure, please use the following link: 
https://www.credit-suisse.com 
 
NO DISTRIBUTION, SOLICITATION, OR ADVICE: This 
document is provided for information and illustrative purposes 
and is intended for your use only. It is not a solicitation, offer 
or recommendation to buy or sell any security or other financial 
instrument. Any information including facts, opinions or quota-
tions, may be condensed or summarized and is expressed as 
of the date of writing. The information contained in this docu-
ment has been provided as a general market commentary only 
and does not constitute any form of regulated investment re-
search financial advice, legal, tax or other regulated service. It 
does not take into account the financial objectives, situation or 

needs of any persons, which are necessary considerations be-
fore making any investment decision. You should seek the ad-
vice of your independent financial advisor prior to taking any 
investment decisions based on this document or for any nec-
essary explanation of its contents. This document is intended 
only to provide observations and views of CS at the date of 
writing, regardless of the date on which you receive or access 
the information. Observations and views contained in this doc-
ument may be different from those expressed by other De-
partments at CS and may change at any time without notice 
and with no obligation to update. CS is under no obligation to 
ensure that such updates are brought to your attention. FORE-
CASTS & ESTIMATES: Past performance should not be taken 
as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regard-
ing future performance. To the extent that this report contains 
statements about future performance, such statements are 
forward looking and subject to a number of risks and uncer-
tainties. Unless indicated to the contrary, all figures are unau-
dited. All valuations mentioned herein are subject to CS valu-
ation policies and procedures. CONFLICTS: CS reserves the 
right to remedy any errors that may be present in this report. 
CS, its affiliates and/or their employees may have a position 
or holding, or other material interest or effect transactions in 
any securities mentioned or options thereon, or other invest-
ments related thereto and from time to time may add to or 
dispose of such investments. CS may be providing, or have 
provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice or 
investment services in relation to the investments listed in this 
report or a related investment to any company or issuer men-
tioned. Some investments referred to in this report will be of-
fered by a single entity or an associate of CS or CS may be 
the only market maker in such investments. CS is involved in 
many businesses that relate to companies mentioned in this 
report. These businesses include specialized trading, risk arbi-
trage, market making, and other proprietary trading. TAX: 
Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting 
or tax advice. CS does not advise on the tax consequences of 
investments and you are advised to contact an independent 
tax advisor. The levels and basis of taxation are dependent on 
individual circumstances and are subject to change. 
SOURCES: Information and opinions presented in this report 
have been obtained or derived from sources which in the opin-
ion of CS are reliable, but CS makes no representation as to 
their accuracy or completeness. CS accepts no liability for a 
loss arising from the use of this report. WEBSITES: This report 
may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, web-
sites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to website 
material of CS, CS has not reviewed the linked site and takes 
no responsibility for the content contained therein. Such ad-
dress or hyperlink (including addresses or hyperlinks to CS’s 
own website material) is provided solely for your convenience 
and information and the content of the linked site does not in 
any way form part of this report. Accessing such a website or 
following such a link through this report or CS’s website shall 
be at your own risk. DATA PRIVACY: Your Personal Data will 
be processed in accordance with the Credit Suisse privacy 
statement accessible at your domicile through the official 
Credit Suisse website  
https://www.credit-suisse.com 
In order to provide you with marketing materials concerning 
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our products and services, Credit Suisse Group AG and its 
subsidiaries may process your basic Personal Data (i.e. con-
tact details such as name, e-mail address) until you notify us 
that you no longer wish to receive them. You can opt out from 
receiving these materials at any time by informing your Rela-
tionship Manager. 
 
Distributing entities 
Except otherwise specified herein, this report is distributed by 
Credit Suisse AG, a Swiss bank, authorized and regulated by 
the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority Bahrain: 
This report is distributed by Credit Suisse AG, Bahrain 
Branch, a branch of Credit Suisse AG, Zurich/Switzerland, 
duly authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Bahrain 
(CBB) as an Investment Business Firm Category 2. Related 
financial services or products are only made available to Ac-
credited Investors, as defined by the CBB, and are not in-
tended for any other persons. The Central Bank of Bahrain 
has not reviewed, nor has it approved, this document or the 
marketing of any investment vehicle referred to herein in the 
Kingdom of Bahrain and is not responsible for the perfor-
mance of any such investment vehicle. Credit Suisse AG, 
Bahrain Branch is located at Level 21, East Tower, Bahrain 
World Trade Centre, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain. Brazil: 
This report is distributed in Brazil by Credit Suisse (Brasil) S.A. 
Corretora de Títulos e Valores Mobiliários or its affiliates. 
Chile: This report is distributed by Credit Suisse Agencia de 
Valores (Chile) Limitada, a branch of Credit Suisse AG (incor-
porated in the Canton of Zurich), regulated by the Chilean 
Financial Market Commission. Neither the issuer nor the se-
curities have been registered with the Financial Market Com-
mission of Chile (Comisión para el Mercado Financiero) pur-
suant to Law no. 18.045, the Ley de Mercado de Valores, 
and regulations thereunder, so they may not be offered or 
sold publicly in Chile. This document does not constitute an 
offer of, or an invitation to subscribe for or purchase, the se-
curities in the Republic of Chile, other than to individually iden-
tified investors pursuant to a private offering within the mean-
ing of article 4 of the Ley de Mercado de Valores (an offer 
that is not “addressed to the public in general or to a certain 
sector or specific group of the public”). DIFC: This information 
is being distributed by Credit Suisse AG (DIFC Branch). Credit 
Suisse AG (DIFC Branch) is licensed and regulated by the 
Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). Related financial 
services or products are only made available to Professional 
Clients or Market Counterparties, as defined by the DFSA and 
are not intended for any other persons. Credit Suisse AG 
(DIFC Branch) is located on Level 9 East, The Gate Building, 
DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. France: This report is 
distributed by Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) S.A. Succursale 
en France (the “France branch”), which is a branch of Credit 
Suisse (Luxembourg) S.A., a duly authorized credit institution 
in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg with registered address 
5, rue Jean Monnet, L-2180 Luxembourg. The France 
branch is subject to the prudential supervision of the Luxem-
bourg supervisory authority, the Commission de Surveillance 
du Secteur Financier (CSSF), and of the French supervisory 
authorities, the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolu-
tion (ACPR) and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF). 
Germany: This report is distributed by Credit Suisse (Deutsch-
land) Aktiengesellschaft regulated by the Bundesanstalt für 

Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (“BaFin“). Guernsey: This re-
port is distributed by Credit Suisse AG Guernsey Branch, a 
branch of Credit Suisse AG (incorporated in the Canton of 
Zurich), with its place of business at Helvetia Court, Les 
Echelons, South Esplanade, St Peter Port, Guernsey. Credit 
Suisse AG Guernsey Branch is wholly owned by Credit Suisse 
AG and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Com-
mission. Copies of the latest audited accounts of Credit 
Suisse AG are available on request. India: This report is dis-
tributed by Credit Suisse Securities (India) Private Limited 
(CIN no. U67120MH1996PTC104392), regulated by the 
Securities and Exchange Board of India as Research Analyst 
(registration no. INH 000001030), as Portfolio Manager 
(registration no. INP000002478) and as Stock Broker (reg-
istration no. INZ000248233), having registered address at 
9th Floor, Ceejay House, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, 
Mumbai – 400 018, India, T- +91-22 6777 3777. Israel: If 
distributed by Credit Suisse Financial Services (Israel) Ltd. in 
Israel: This document is distributed by Credit Suisse Financial 
Services (Israel) Ltd. Credit Suisse AG, including the services 
offered in Israel, is not supervised by the Supervisor of Banks 
at the Bank of Israel, but by the competent banking supervi-
sion authority in Switzerland. Credit Suisse Financial Services 
(Israel) Ltd. is a licensed investment marketer in Israel and 
thus, its investment marketing activities are supervised by the 
Israel Securities Authority. Italy: This report is distributed in 
Italy by Credit Suisse (Italy) S.p.A., a bank incorporated and 
registered under Italian law subject to the supervision and 
control of Banca d’Italia and CONSOB. Lebanon: This report 
is distributed by Credit Suisse (Lebanon) Finance SAL 
(“CSLF”), a financial institution incorporated in Lebanon and 
regulated by the Central Bank of Lebanon (“CBL”) and having 
a financial institution license number 42. Credit Suisse (Leb-
anon) Finance SAL is subject to the CBL’s laws and circulars 
as well as the laws and regulations of the Capital Markets 
Authority of Lebanon (“CMA”). CSLF is a subsidiary of Credit 
Suisse AG and part of the Credit Suisse Group (CS). The 
CMA does not accept any responsibility for the content of the 
information included in this report, including the accuracy or 
completeness of such information. The liability for the content 
of this report lies with the issuer, its directors and other per-
sons, such as experts, whose opinions are included in the re-
port with their consent. The CMA has also not assessed the 
suitability of the investment for any particular investor or type 
of investor. It is hereby expressly understood and acknowl-
edged that investments in financial markets may involve a high 
degree of complexity and risk of loss in value and may not be 
suitable to all investors. The suitability assessment performed 
by CSLF with respect to this investment will be undertaken 
based on information that the investor would have provided to 
CSLF as at the date of such assessment and in accordance 
with Credit Suisse internal policies and processes. It is under-
stood that the English language will be used in all communi-
cation and documentation provided by CS and/or CSLF. By 
accepting to invest in the product, the investor expressly and 
irrevocably confirms that he fully understands, and has no ob-
jection to the use of the English language. Luxembourg: This 
report is distributed by Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) S.A., a 
duly autho- rized credit institution in the Grand Duchy of Lux-
embourg with registered address 5, rue Jean Monnet, L-
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2180 Luxembourg. Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) S.A. is sub-
ject to the prudential supervision of the Luxembourg supervi-
sory authority, the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur 
Financier (CSSF). Mexico: This document represents the 
view of the person who provides his/her services to C. Suisse 
Asesoría México, S.A. de C.V. (“C. Suisse As- esoría”) and/or 
Banco Credit Suisse (México), S.A., Institución de Banca 
Múltiple, Grupo Financiero Credit Suisse (México) (“Banco 
CS”) so that both C. Suisse Asesoría and Banco CS reserve 
the right to change their mind at any time not assuming any 
liability in this regard. This document is distributed for infor-
mational purposes only and does not imply a personal recom-
mendation or suggestion, nor the invitation to celebrate any 
operation and does not replace the communication you have 
with your executive in relation to C. Suisse Asesoría and/or 
Banco CS prior to taking any investment decision. C. Suisse 
Asesoría and/or Banco CS does not assume any responsibil-
ity for investment decisions based on information contained in 
the document sent, as the same may not take into account 
the context of the investment strategy and objectives of par-
ticular clients. Prospectus, brochures, investment regimes of 
investment funds, annual reports or periodic financial infor-
mation contain all additional useful information for investors. 
These documents can be obtained free of charge directly 
from issuers, operators of investment funds, in the Internet 
page of the stock exchange in which they are listed or through 
its executive in C. Suisse Asesoría and/or Banco CS. Past 
performance and the various scenarios of existing markets do 
not guarantee present or future yields. In the event that the 
information contained in this document is incomplete, incor-
rect or unclear, please contact your Executive of C. Suisse 
Asesoría and/or Banco CS as soon as possible. It is possible 
that this document may suffer modifications without any re-
sponsibility for C. Suisse Asesoría and/or Banco CS. This 
document is distributed for informational purposes only and is 
not a substitute for the Operations Reports and/or Account 
Statements you receive from C. Suisse Asesoría and/or 
Banco CS in terms of the General Provisions Applicable to 
Financial Institutions and other Legal Entities that Provide In-
vestment Services issued by the Mexican Banking and Secu-
rities Commission (“CNBV”). Given the nature of this docu-
ment, C. Suisse Asesoría and/or Banco CS does not assume 
any responsibility derived from the information contained 
therein. Without prejudice to the fact that the information was 
obtained from or based on sources believed to be reliable by 
C. Suisse Asesoría and/or Banco CS, there is no guarantee 
that the information is either accurate or complete. Banco CS 
and/or C. Suisse Asesoría does not accept any liability arising 
from any loss arising from the use of the information con-
tained in the document sent to you. It is recommended that 
the investor make sure that the information provided is in ac-
cordance to his/her personal circumstances and investment 
profile, in relation to any particular legal, regulatory or fiscal 
situation, or to obtain independent professional advice. C. 
Suisse Asesoría México, S.A. de C.V. is an investment ad-
viser created in accordance with the Mexican Securities Mar-
ket Law ("LMV"), registered with the CNBV under the folio 
number 30070. C. Suisse Asesoría México, S.A. de C.V. is 
not part of Grupo Financiero Credit Suisse (México), S.A. de 
C.V., or any other financial group in Mexico. C. Suisse Ase-
soría México, S.A. de C.V. is not an independent investment 

adviser as provided by LMV and other applicable regulations 
due to its direct relationship with Credit Suisse AG, a foreign 
financial institution, and its indirect relationship with the enti-
ties that make up Grupo Financiero Credit Suisse (México), 
S.A. de C.V. Netherlands: This report is distributed by Credit 
Suisse (Luxembourg) S.A., Netherlands Branch (the “Neth-
erlands branch”), which is a branch of Credit Suisse (Luxem-
bourg) S.A., a duly authorized credit institution in the Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg with registered address 5, rue Jean 
Monnet, L-2180 Luxembourg. The Netherlands branch is 
subject to the prudential supervision of the Luxembourg su-
pervisory authority, the Commission de Surveillance du 
Secteur Financier (CSSF), and of the Dutch supervisory au-
thority, De Nederlansche Bank (DNB), and of the Dutch mar-
ket supervisor, the Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM). Por-
tugal: This report is distributed by Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) 
S.A., Sucursal em Portugal (the “Portugal branch”), which is 
a branch of Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) S.A., a duly author-
ized credit institution in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg with 
registered address 5, rue Jean Monnet, L-2180 Luxem-
bourg. The Portugal branch is subject to the prudential super-
vision of the Luxembourg supervisory authority, the Commis-
sion de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF), and of the 
Portuguese supervisory authorities, the Banco de Portugal 
(BdP) and the Comissão do Mercado dos Valores Mobiliários 
(CMVM). Qatar: This information has been distributed by 
Credit Suisse (Qatar) L.L.C., which is duly authorized and 
regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority 
(QFCRA) under QFC License No. 00005. All related financial 
products or services will only be available to Eligible Counter-
parties (as defined by the QFCRA) or Business Customers 
(as defined by the QFCRA), including individuals, who have 
opted to be classified as a Business Customer, with net as-
sets in excess of QR 4 million, and who have sufficient finan-
cial knowledge, experience and understanding to participate 
in such products and/or services. Therefore, this information 
must not be delivered to, or relied on by, any other type of 
individual. Saudi Arabia: This document is distributed by 
Credit Suisse Saudi Arabia (CR Number 1010228645), duly 
licensed and regulated by the Saudi Arabian Capital Market 
Authority pursuant to License Number 08104-37 dated 
23/03/1429H corresponding to 21/03/2008AD. Credit 
Suisse Saudi Arabia’s principal place of business is at King 
Fahad Road, Hay Al Mhamadiya, 12361- 6858 Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia. Website: https://www.credit-suisse.com/sa. 
Under the Rules on the Offer of Securities and Continuing 
Obligations, this document may not be distributed in the King-
dom except to such persons as are permitted under the Rules 
on the Offer of Securities and Continuing Obligations issued 
by the Capital Market Authority. The Capital Market Authority 
does not make any representation as to the accuracy or com-
pleteness of this document, and expressly disclaims any lia-
bility whatsoever for any loss arising from, or incurred in reli-
ance upon, any part of this document. Prospective purchasers 
of the securities offered hereby should conduct their own due 
diligence on the accuracy of the information relating to the 
securities. If you do not understand the contents of this doc-
ument, you should consult an authorized financial advisor. Un-
der the Investment Fund Regulations, this document may not 
be distributed in the Kingdom except to such persons as are 
permitted under the Investment Fund Regulations issued by 
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the Capital Market Authority. The Capital Market Authority 
does not make any representation as to the accuracy or com-
pleteness of this document, and expressly disclaims any lia-
bility whatsoever for any loss arising from, or incurred in reli-
ance upon, any part of this document. Prospective subscrib-
ers of the securities offered hereby should conduct their own 
due diligence on the accuracy of the information relating to 
the securities. If you do not understand the contents of this 
document you should consult an authorized financial adviser. 
South Africa: This information is being distributed by Credit 
Suisse AG which is registered as a financial services provider 
with the Financial Sector Conduct Authority in South Africa 
with FSP number 9788 and / or by Credit Suisse (UK) Lim-
ited, which is registered as a financial services provider with 
the Financial Sector Conduct Authority in South Africa with 
FSP number 48779. Spain: This document is a marketing 
material and is provided by Credit Suisse AG, Sucursal en 
España, legal entity registered at the Comisión Nacional del 
Mercado de Valores for information purposes. It is exclusively 
addressed to the recipient for personal use only and, accord-
ing to current regulations in force, by no means can it be con-
sidered as a security offer, personal investment advice or any 
general or specific recommendation of products or investment 
strategies with the aim that you perform any operation. The 
client shall be deemed responsible, in all cases, for taking 
whatever decisions on investments or disinvestments, and 
therefore the client takes all responsibility for the benefits or 
losses resulting from the operations that the client decides to 
perform based on the information and opinions included in this 
document. This document is not the result of a financial anal-
ysis or research and therefore, neither it is subject to the cur-
rent regulations that apply to the production and distribution 
of financial research, nor its content complies with the legal 
requirements of independence of financial research. Turkey: 
The investment information, comments and recommenda-
tions contained herein are not within the scope of investment 
advisory activity. The investment advisory services are pro-
vided by the authorized institutions to the persons in a cus-
tomized manner taking into account the risk and return pref-
erences of the persons. Whereas, the comments and advices 
included herein are of general nature. Therefore recommen-
dations may not be suitable for your finan- cial status or risk 
and yield preferences. For this reason, making an investment 
decision only by relying on the information given herein may 
not give rise to results that fit your expectations. This report 
is distributed by Credit Suisse Istanbul Menkul Degerler 
Anonim Sirketi, regulated by the Capital Markets Board of 
Turkey, with its registered address at Levazim Mahallesi, Koru 
Sokak No. 2 Zorlu Center Terasevler No. 61 34340 Besik-
tas/Istanbul-Turkey. United Kingdom: This material is distrib-
uted by Credit Suisse (UK) Limited. Credit Suisse (UK) Lim-
ited, is authorized by the Prudential Regulation Authority and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Pruden-
tial Regulation Authority. Where this material is distributed into 
the United Kingdom by an offshore entity not exempted under 
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Pro-
motion) Order 2005 the following will apply: To the extent 
communicated in the United Kingdom (“UK”) or capable of 
having an effect in the UK, this document constitutes a finan-
cial promotion which has been approved by Credit Suisse 
(UK) Limited, which is authorized by the Prudential Regulation 

Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
and the Prudential Regulation Authority for the conduct of in-
vestment business in the UK. The registered address of 
Credit Suisse (UK) Limited is Five Cabot Square, London, 
E14 4QR. Please note that the rules under the UK’s Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000 relating to the protection of 
retail clients will not be applicable to you and that any potential 
compensation made available to “eligible claimants” under the 
UK’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme will also not 
be available to you. Tax treatment depends on the individual 
circumstances of each client and may be subject to changes 
in future. 
 
Important regional disclosure information 
 
Pursuant to CVM Resolution No. 20/2021, of February 25, 
2021, the author(s) of the report hereby certify(ies) that the 
views expressed in this report solely and exclusively reflect the 
personal opinions of the author(s) and have been prepared 
independently, including with respect to Credit Suisse. Part of 
the author(s)´s compensation is based on various factors, in-
cluding the total revenues 
of Credit Suisse, but no part of the compensation has been, 
is, or will be related to the specific recommendations or views 
expressed in this report. In addition, Credit Suisse declares 
that: Credit Suisse has provided, and/or may in the future 
provide investment banking, brokerage, asset management, 
commercial banking and other financial services to the subject 
company/companies or its affiliates, for which they have re-
ceived or may receive customary 
fees and commissions, and which constituted or may consti-
tute relevant financial or commercial interests in relation to the 
subject company/companies or the subject securities. 
 
UNITED STATES: NEITHER THIS REPORT NOR ANY 
COPY THEREOF MAY BE SENT, TAKEN INTO OR DIS-
TRIBUTED IN THE UNITED STATES OR TO ANY US PER-
SON (within the meaning of Regulation S under the US Se-
curities Act of 1933, as amended). 

 
APAC - IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 
The information provided herein constitutes marketing mate-
rial; it is not investment research. For all, except accounts 
managed by relationship managers and/or investment con-
sultants of Credit Suisse AG, Hong Kong Branch: This mate-
rial has been prepared by Credit Suisse AG (“Credit Suisse”) 
as general information only. This material is not and does not 
purport to provide substantive research or analysis and, ac-
cordingly, is not investment research or a research recom-
mendation for regulatory purposes. It does not take into ac-
count the financial objectives, situation or needs of any per-
son, which are necessary considerations before making any 
investment decision. The information provided is not intended 
to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment 
decision and is not a personal recommendation or investment 
advice. Credit Suisse makes no representation as to the suit-
ability of the products or services specified in this material for 
any particular investor. It does not constitute an invitation or 
an offer to any person to subscribe for or purchase any of the 
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products or services specified in this material or to participate 
in any other transactions. The only legally binding terms are 
to be found in the applicable product documentation or spe-
cific contracts and confirmations prepared by Credit Suisse. 
For accounts managed by relationship managers and/or in-
vestment consultants of Credit Suisse AG, Hong Kong 
Branch: This material has been prepared by Credit Suisse AG 
(“Credit Suisse”) as general information only. This material is 
not and does not purport to provide substantive research or 
analysis and, accordingly, is not investment research for reg-
ulatory purposes. It does not take into account the financial 
objectives, situation or needs of any person, which are nec-
essary considerations before making any investment decision. 
Credit Suisse makes no representation as to the appropriate-
ness of the products or services specified in this material for 
any particular investor. It does not constitute an invitation or 
an offer to any person to subscribe for or purchase any of the 
products or services specified in this material or to participate 
in any other transactions. The only legally binding terms are 
to be found in the applicable product documentation or spe-
cific contracts and confirmations prepared by Credit Suisse. 
For all: In connection with the products specified in this ma-
terial, Credit Suisse and/or its affiliates may: 
 
 
(i) have had a previous role in arranging or providing fi-
nancing to the subject entities; 
(ii) be a counterparty in any subsequent transaction in 
connection with the subject entities; or 
(iii) pay, or may have paid, or receive, or may have re-
ceived, one-time or recurring remuneration from the entities 
specified in this material, as part of its/their compensation. 
These payments may be paid to or received from third parties. 
 
 
Credit Suisse and/or its affiliates (including their respective 
officers, directors and employees) may be, or may have been, 
involved in other transactions with the subject entities speci-
fied in this material or other parties specified in this material 
which are not disclosed in this material. Credit Suisse, for it-
self and on behalf of each of its affiliates, reserves the right 
to, provide and continue to provide services, and deal and 
continue to deal with the subject entities of the products spec-
ified in this material or other parties in connection with any 
product specified in this material. Credit Suisse or its affiliates 
may also hold, or may be holding, trading positions in the 
share capital of any of the subject entities specified in this 
material. 
 
For all, except accounts managed by relationship managers 
and/or investment consultants of Credit Suisse AG, Hong 
Kong Branch: A Credit Suisse affiliate may have acted upon 
the information and analysis contained in this material before 
being made available to the recipient. A Credit Suisse affiliate 
may, to the extent permitted by law, participate or invest in 
other financing transactions with the issuer of any securities 
referred to herein, perform services or solicit business from 
such issuers, or have a position or effect transactions in the 
securities or options thereof. To the fullest extent permitted 
by law, Credit Suisse and its affiliates and each of their re-
spective directors, employees and consultants do not accept 

any liability arising from an error or omission in this material or 
for any direct, indirect, incidental, specific or consequential 
loss and/or damage suffered by the recipient of this material 
or any other person from the use of or reliance on the infor-
mation set out in this material. None of Credit Suisse or its 
affiliates (or their respective directors, officers, employees or 
advisers) makes any warranty or representation as to the ac-
curacy, reliability and/or completeness of the information set 
out in this material. The information contained in this material 
has been provided as a general market commentary only and 
does not constitute any form of regulated financial advice, le-
gal, tax or other regulated service. Observations and views 
contained in this material may be different from, or incon-
sistent with, the observations and views of Credit Suisse’s 
Research analysts, other divisions or the proprietary positions 
of Credit Suisse. Credit Suisse is under no obligation to up-
date, notify or provide any additional information to any person 
if Credit Suisse becomes aware of any inaccuracy, incom-
pleteness or change in the information contained in the ma-
terial. To the extent that this material contains statements 
about future performance, such statements are forward look-
ing and subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
 
For accounts managed by relationship managers and/or in-
vestment consultants of Credit Suisse AG, Hong Kong 
Branch: A Credit Suisse affiliate may have acted upon the 
information and analysis contained in this material before be-
ing made available to the recipient. A Credit Suisse affiliate 
may, to the extent permitted by law, participate or invest in 
other financing transactions with the issuer of any securities 
referred to herein, perform services or solicit business from 
such issuers, or have a position or effect transactions in the 
securities or options thereof. To the fullest extent permitted 
by law, Credit Suisse and its affiliates and each of their re-
spective directors, employees and consultants do not accept 
any liability arising from an error or omission in this material or 
for any direct, indirect, incidental, specific or consequential 
loss and/or damage suffered by the recipient of this material 
or any other person from the use of or reliance on the infor-
mation set out in this material. None of Credit Suisse or its 
affiliates (or their respective directors, officers, employees or 
advisers) makes any warranty or representation as to the ac-
curacy, reliability and/ or completeness of the information set 
out in this material. The information contained in this material 
has been provided as a general market commentary only and 
does not constitute any form of legal, tax or other regulated 
service. Observations and views contained in this material 
may be different from, or inconsistent with, the observations 
and views of Credit Suisse’s Research analysts, other divi-
sions or the proprietary positions of Credit Suisse. Credit 
Suisse is under no obligation to update, notify or provide any 
additional information to any person if Credit Suisse becomes 
aware of any inaccuracy, incompleteness or change in the in-
formation contained in the material. To the extent that this 
material contains statements about future performance, such 
statements are forward looking and subject to a number of 
risks and uncertainties. Past performance is not a reliable in-
dicator of future performance. For all: This material is not di-
rected to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person 
or entity who is a citizen or resident of, or is located in, any 
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jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or 
use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation, or which 
would subject Credit Suisse and/or its subsidiaries or affiliates 
to any registration or licensing requirement within such juris-
diction. Materials have been furnished to the recipient and 
should not be redistributed without the express prior written 
consent of Credit Suisse. For further information, please con-
tact your Relationship Manager. To the extent that this mate-
rial contains an appendix comprising research reports, the fol-
lowing additional notice applies to such appendix. 
 
ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR APPENDIX 
 
The reports in the Appendix (“Reports”) have been authored 
by members of the Credit Suisse Research department, and 
the information and opinions expressed therein were as of the 
date of writing and are subject to change without notice. 
Views expressed in respect of a particular security in the Re-
ports may be different from, or inconsistent with, the obser-
vations and views of the Credit Suisse Research department 
of the Investment Banking division due to the differences in 
evaluation criteria. These Reports have been previously pub-
lished by Credit Suisse Research on the web: 
 
Credit Suisse does and seeks to do business with companies 
covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should 
be aware that Credit Suisse may have a conflict of interest 
that could affect the objectivity of these Reports. 
 
For all, except accounts managed by relationship managers 
and/or investment consultants of Credit Suisse AG, Hong 
Kong Branch: Credit Suisse may not have taken any steps to 
ensure that the securities referred to in these Reports are 
suitable for any particular investor. Credit Suisse will not treat 
recipients of the Reports as its customers by virtue of their 
receiving the Reports. For accounts managed by relationship 
managers and/or investment consultants of Credit Suisse 
AG, Hong Kong Branch: Credit Suisse may not have taken 
any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in these 
Reports are appropriate for any particular investor. Credit 
Suisse will not treat recipients of the Reports as its customers 
by virtue of their receiving the Reports. For all: For a discus-
sion of the risks of investing in the securities mentioned in the 
Reports, please refer to the following Internet link: 
https://research.credit-suisse.com/riskdisclosure 
 
For information regarding disclosure information on Credit 
Suisse Investment Banking rated companies mentioned in 
this report, please refer to the Investment Banking division 
disclosure site at: 
 
https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures 
 
For further information, including disclosures with respect to 
any other issuers, please refer to the Credit Suisse Global 
Research Disclosure site at: 
https://www.credit-suisse.com/disclosure 
 
AUSTRALIA This material is distributed in Australia by Credit 
Suisse AG, Sydney Branch solely for information purposes 

only to persons who are “wholesale clients” (as defined by 
section 761G(7) of the Corporations Act). Credit Suisse AG, 
Sydney Branch does not guarantee the performance of, nor 
make any assurances with respect to the performance of any 
financial product referred herein. In Australia, Credit Suisse 
Group entities, other than Credit Suisse AG, Sydney Branch, 
are not authorized deposit-taking institutions for the purposes 
of the Banking Act 1959 (Cth.) and their obligations do not 
represent deposits or other liabilities of Credit Suisse AG, 
Sydney Branch. Credit Suisse AG, Sydney Branch does not 
guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect of the 
obligations of such Credit Suisse entities or the funds. HONG 
KONG: This material is distributed in Hong Kong by Credit 
Suisse AG, Hong Kong Branch, an Authorized Institution reg-
ulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and a Regis-
tered Institution regulated by the Securities and Futures Com-
mission, and was prepared in compliance with section 16 of 
the “Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or Registered 
with the Securities and Futures Commission.” The contents 
of this material have not been reviewed by any regulatory au-
thority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise caution in 
relation to any offer. If you are in any doubt about any of the 
contents of this material, you should obtain independent pro-
fessional advice. No one may have issued or had in its pos-
session for the purposes of issue, or issue or have in its pos-
session for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or 
elsewhere, any advertisement, invitation or material relating to 
this product, which is directed at, or the contents of which are 
likely to be accessed or read by, the public of Hong Kong 
(except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong 
Kong) other than where this product is or is intended to be 
disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to 
“professional investors” as defined in the Securities and Fu-
tures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of Hong Kong and any rules 
made thereunder. SINGAPORE: This material is distributed in 
Singapore by Credit Suisse AG, Singapore Branch, which is 
licensed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the 
Banking Act (Cap. 19) to carry on banking business. This re-
port has been prepared and issued for distribution in Singa-
pore to institutional investors, accredited investors  and  ex-
pert  investors (each as defined under the Financial  Advisers  
Regulations (“FAR”)) only.  Credit Suisse AG, Singapore 
Branch may distribute reports produced by its foreign entities 
or affiliates pursuant to an arrangement under Regulation 32C 
of the FAR. Singapore recipients should contact Credit Suisse 
AG, Singapore Branch at +65-6212-2000 for matters arising 
from, or in connection with, this report. By virtue of your status 
as an institutional investor, accredited investor or expert in-
vestor, Credit Suisse AG, Singapore Branch is exempted from 
complying with  certain requirements under the Financial Ad-
visers Act, Chapter 110 of Singapore (the “FAA”), the FAR 
and the relevant Notices and Guidelines issued thereunder, in 
respect of  any  financial  advisory  service  which  Credit  
Suisse  AG,  Singapore  branch  may  provide  to  you.  These 
include exemptions from complying with: 
 
i) Section 25 of the FAA (pursuant to Regulation 33(1) of the 
FAR 
ii) Section 27 of the FAA (pursuant to Regulation 34(1) of the 
FAR); and  
iii) Section 36 of the FAA (pursuant to Regulation 35(1) of 
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the FAR). 
 
Singapore recipients should contact Credit Suisse AG, Singa-
pore Branch for any matters arising from, or in connection 
with, this material. If you have any queries/objections relating 
to the receipt of marketing materials from us, please contact 
our Data Protection Officer at datapro- tectionof-
ficer.pb@credit-suisse.com  
(for Credit Suisse AG, HK Branch) or PDPO.SGD@credit-
suisse.com (for Credit Suisse AG, SG Branch) or csau.priva-
cyofficer@credit-suisse.com (for Credit Suisse AG, Sydney 
Branch). (for Credit Suisse AG, HK Branch) or 
PDPO.SGD@credit-suisse.com (for Credit Suisse AG, SG 
Branch) or csau.privacyofficer@credit-suisse.com (for Credit 
Suisse AG, Sydney Branch). 
 
The entire contents of this document are protected by copy-
right law (all rights reserved). This document or any part 
thereof may not be reproduced, transmitted (electronically or 
otherwise), altered or used for public or commercial purposes, 
without the prior written permission of Credit Suisse. © 2022, 
Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates. All rights re-
served. Credit Suisse AG (Unique Entity Number in Singa-
pore: S73FC2261L) is incorporated in Switzerland with lim-
ited liability. 
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